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THE ORIGINAL

 Takes care of the claw in case of skin irritations

 Also adheres to wet claws 

 Antibiotic free

 Results within 5 days

 Lasting effect after contact with manure

Healthy claws through group application



Exolium® Hoofcare

The Exolium® Hoofcare products were developed 
by Kanters to support your animals’ claw health. 
Thanks to the specific composition, the Exolium® 
products are widely applicable and very suitable 
to care for your animals’ claws. This makes them 
extremely effective with both individual or herd 
treatments. Of course, a combination of both is 
also possible.

In addition to their broad applicability, all products 
are free of antibiotics, formalin and copper 
sulphate. As a result, there is no risk of antibiotic 
resistance and the products are safe for animals, 
users and the environment.

Exolium® Hoofcare products meet all requirements 
and are therefore extremely suitable to contribute 
to your business operations.
 

What is Exolium® Hoofclear?

For 20 years Exolium® Hoofclear has been making 
an important contribution to Kanters’ available 
Exolium® Hoofcare solutions. Because of the unique 
formula, based on copper and zinc chelates, Exolium® 
Hoofclear is extremely suitable for individual and group 
application. In addition Exolium® Hoofclear contains a 
binder that lets it adhere perfectly to wet claws. This 
ensures an optimum effect and protection.  

Copper
 Antibacterial
  Supports claw strenght

Zinc 

 Antibacterial
  Promotes recovery of horn, skin and epithelium

Chelates
 Dirt-resisitant
 Deep penetration into wound
 Works at any temperature
 No build-up of resistance

What are the advantages?

 Takes care of the claw in case of skin irritations
 Also adheres to wet claws 
 Antibiotic free
 Result within 5 days
 Lasting effect after contact with manure

Chelate

Mineral

Chelates protect the mineral.

Packaging and administration:
Bottle 1 litre

Can 10 litres 

Drum 200 litres 

For the correct application we 

recommend to use a pressure sprayer.

Dosage
1 litre Exolium® 

Hoofclear is 

enough to treat 

80 to 200 claws



Typing Mortellaro

Mortellaro’s disease is partly caused by the 
Trepenoma bacterium. Depending on the infection 
stage Mortellaro can occur in 5 different stages:

 M0: There is no lesion present;
  M1: There is a small ulcer present

 (0-2 cm diameter) which is not painful when   
 touched;

  M2: There is a big ulcer present
 (diameter> 2 cm) which is often painful when   
 touched;

  M3: The ulcer is in the healing phase, often 
covered with a small crust;

  M4: The ulcer is in a chronic stage and is 
characterised by a hardening of the skin. The 
ulcer is generally not painful; 

  M4.1: There is a chronic ulcer present, the 
bacteria are deeply encapsulated but still 
contagious.

Chelated minerals are very well absorbed into the skin. As a result, in combination with copper and zinc, they            

have a positive effect on the skin.
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Application Exolium® Hoofclear

Step 1:  Secure the animals in the feeding fence and spray-clean the claws and the slatted floor as well as possible.

  It is also possible to clean the claws in the milking shed.

Step 2:  Make an Exolium® Hoofclear solution:

  50% Exolium® Hoofclear, 50% water when claws need a lot of care 20%  

  Exolium® Hoofclear, 80% water for minor problems and/or preventive use

Step 3: Pressurise the pressure sprayer well and ensure a strong and bundled jet. (do not nebulise)

Step 4:  Spray Exolium® Hoofclear on front and back of the claw

Step 5:   Let the animals stand still for a while after the treatment.

Step 6: Treat your animals for 2 consecutive days and repeat this treatment every 7 to 14 days 

                 depending on the infection pressure.

1. 2. 3.

4.5.

6.

Also suitable for hoofbath

Kanters Health Concept

Kanters provides total solutions to the farmer. To achieve 
this it is important that for all kinds of situations and 
health issues products are present that make a positive 
contribution to the recovery of animal health and improve 
the operating result. Therefore Kanters has an extensive 
range of liquid nutritional supplements via drinking water. 

Our products are divided into five functional groups. 
Within each functional group, the products may vary 
depending on the species, the type of animal, but 
also farm specific situation. Therefore, it is important 
that, before coming to an approach, to conduct a 
farm analysis first. For this analysis you can contact us.
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